IEEE ACTIVITIES

BIOGRAPHY

Key Leadership Roles
 IEEE Board of Directors, 20017-2018.
 Audit Committee Chair (2018)
 Industry Engagement (Ad-hoc) Committee Chair

I am a catalyst of change and a technical leader in
systems software. I am currently a distinguished
technologist at Hewlett Packard Labs, Palo Alto, CA
(1998-). I worked at the OSF Research Institute in
Cambridge, MA (1994-1998) and at the Mihajlo Pupin Institute in Belgrade, Serbia (1983-1991). I received my PhD from University of Kaiserslautern,
Germany (1993); and my MSc/BSc from Belgrade
University, Serbia (1986/1983). I was a technical
director of the Open Cirrus Cloud Computing
Testbed (2007-2011), which had academic and industrial sites in the US, Europe, and Asia. I have
published 2 books and over 180 papers; I have 37
granted patents and over 126 patent applications. I
am an IEEE Fellow (2010), ACM Distinguished Engineer (2008), and USENIX member.

(2015-2017), elevating it to standing committee
(2018)
 Computer Society President (2014)

Major Committees
 Fellows Committee, 2016
 New Initiatives Committee (2017-2018)
 Audit Committee (2017-2019)
 Industry Engagement Committee (2018-2020)
 Awards Board, 2018
Regions and Sections
 Corporate Liaison Program
 IEEE presentations at Regions 6, 10
 Technical presentations in all 10 regions

Societies
 Computer Society
 Communication Society
 Power and Energy Society
 Systems Council
JOURNALS
 Editor in Chief: I EEE Com puting N ow ‘08-’12;
IEEE Distributed Systems Online ‘08-’09

 IEEE Editorial Board Member: I nternet Com puting, Concurrency, Distributed Systems Online,
Transaction on Cloud Computing

CONFERENCES
 General chair: I EEE COM P SAC ‘16; ICAC ‘12
 Program chair: I EEE I C2E ‘19; IEEE Infrastruc-

I was president of the IEEE Computer Society
(2014) and on the IEEE Board (2017-2018). I started IEEE Computing Now and became its inaugural
Editor-in-Chief, innovating content delivery through
mashups. I started three conferences (IEEE ASAP;
ACM/USENIX WIESS; IEEE Infrastructure). I have
been on many conference program committees and
journal editorial boards. I spearheaded the Computer Society Report 2022, which was a technical underpinning for 2 Computer Society strategic plans. I
co-invented Special Technical Communities, innovating organization of IEEE-CS members and contributors. I co-chaired the IEEE Confluence report
(2017), an industry trend paper on Cybersecurity
and Artificial Intelligence. I was chair of the IEEE
industry engagement ad hoc committee (2015-’17),
which culminated in a committee of IEEE, of which I
am now the past chair and serving 2 year term
(2018-’19).

DEJAN S. MILOJICIC, PH.D. FIEEE
Hewlett Packard Labs, Distinguished Engineer

“Making partnerships for global impact”

For more information, contact me at:
dejanm@ieee.org
https://dejan.milojicic.com
www.facebook.com/dejan.milojicic
www.linkedin.com/in/dejanm
twitter.com/dejanm
www.instagram.com/dejanmilojicic

ture ‘18; ACM Middleware ‘16; IEEE Congress on
Services ‘11; IEEE SmartGridComm ‘11; Industry
track ACM Middleware ‘09, ‘19; 1st USENIX/ACM
WIESS ‘00; 1st IEEE ASA/MA Symposium, ‘99; etc.
 On program committees: ICRC, ICAC,

ICDCS, ICWS, AAMAS, EDOC, Middleware,
HotCloud, COMSWARE, etc.

#IndustryEngagement #Innovation #Global

*** The opinions expressed in the handout are those of
the author and not necessarily the opinions of the IEEE.

IEEE CONTRIBUTIONS

POSITION STATEMENT

OTHER ACTIVITIES

As Industry Engagement Chair
 Organized a new conference “Infrastructure” (‘18)

IEEE has not kept pace with the changing engineering
profession and global society. IEEE must adjust or risk
gradually diminishing in relevance. My three main goals
are to:

I bring to the position of IEEE President a demon-





As Audit Committee Chair
 Assessed Risk and led the audit committee in moni-

toring financial, reputation, IT and other risks for
the IEEE
 Drove portfolio and line of business financial analyses for the purpose of auditing
 Contributed to the cross-organizational improvements for the process of auditing conferences
 On behalf of IEEE Board, oversaw financials of IEEE
GlobalSpec by working with IEEE GlobalSpec Board

As Computer Society President / Division Director
 Was a founding editor of IEEE Computing Now, a











new mashup-based society-wide content delivery
model. IEEE Computing Now has been distributed to
100,000s recipients as a modern delivery vehicle
Introduced common practices and drove the establishment of special technical communities which
served as a model to IEEE Communities
As the principal editor of IEEE CS 2022 Technical
Report, I formed the team of authors and drove the
creation and publication of the document predicting
23 technologies that will have disruptive adoption by
the year 2022 and currently I lead 2027 Report
I instituted the prestigious Spirit of Computer Society Award in 2014, awarded annually to one volunteer and one staff member of Computer Society who
best reflect the spirit of this organization.
Initiated and led Tech Trends (2015-2019), the 2018
Tech Trends press release was picked up by 294
media outlets (84.6M audience, highest for a news
release), a CS’s top content on Twitter with over
10,000 views, hundreds of retweets, and one of CS’s
most-read content
Served as a TAB liaison to the IEEE Awards Board
and to the IEEE Industry Engagement Committee,
improving cross-organizational collaboration.
Organized the IEEE Computing Society Fellows
event and Fellows mailing list, increasing Fellows
awareness

 Increase IEEE’s relevance to existing and new industry
members, and connect them better with members
from academia and government. Inform members of
short-, medium-, and long-term trends affecting the
engineering profession. Help members see IEEE as an
organization that will help them make informed career
decisions and increase their professional recognition
(e.g. introduce distinguished practitioner member
grade).

 Create innovative IEEE products by introducing integrated offerings, tying/combining conference/
publications/membership closely together. Tighten the
workflow connecting technical activities and standards
association for right-timed standards. Modernize
events to be of higher practical value. Broaden corporate partnership with enterprises, SMBs, and startups.

 Reinvigorate global membership models, from traditional paying members (400K) to close engagement
(content authors, ~1M), loose engagement (content
consumers, ~4M) and broad community (e.g. software
developers, 18.2M). Expand into growing regions, such
as Asia and Africa, while revitalizing Americas/Europe
membership. Introduce IEEE-Europe and IEEE-Asia,
and strengthen IEEE-USA by sharing best/new practices and fostering competitive growth.
As an innovator from industry with strong ties to academia and government and with a global background, I
have a proven track record as a catalyst of change and
of getting things done in a timely manner. The changes I
have introduced were inclusive in execution and embraced by those impacted. I believe that I am well suited
to lead these changes as the president of IEEE.
1) Protect, preserve the core (membership)
2) Transition to long-tail (by engagement)
3) Incubate high-end services (by association)

Create Value

Vision
Today
2
Attract Membership
Instances of IEEE products

1

3

Value delivered, revenue earned



by industry and for industry attended by top Silicon
Valley Companies (infrastructure.ieee.org)
With Barry Shoop, started Confluence events which
resulted in report on AI/ML applied to cybersecurity
Surveyed industry requirements by leading board
delegation to Taiwan
Organized board outreaches to Israel, Silicon Valley,
China, Japan, Germany
Created a portfolio of products and services: industry summit, technology trend papers, Xplore I/F test

strated record of diverse leadership experiences and
accomplishments in the IEEE and elsewhere.

HONORS AND AWARDS
 2016 appointed HPE Distinguished Technologist
 2009, appointed an IEEE Fellow
 2008, appointed an ACM Distinguished Engineer
 2016, HiPEAC ASPLOS best paper award
 Best student paper awards: IEEE CloudCom ‘13;
6th and 7th Open Cirrus Summits ‘11, ‘11

MEMBERSHIP
 Working on Distinguished technologist membership
grade proposal

TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
 Chair of Technical Committee: IEEE Technical Committee on Operating Systems (2000)

KEYNOTES
 IEEE: COM P SAC ‘18; DDECS ‘15; ISSRE ‘15;
COMPSAC ‘14; Cloud ‘12;

 Industry: AN SYS Conference, ‘12; Microsoft’s

“24 Hours in Private Cloud;” 5th Open Cirrus Summit, ‘11
 International: 5G Sum m it, Dresden ‘15; Chinese National Conference on Computers and Networks (CNCC) ‘12 and ‘08 ;

TEACHING EXPERIENCE
 Taught graduate course on Cloud management at
SJSU for three years

 On 8 PhD thesis committees (GaTech, UIUC,
Monash, PUCRS))

 Guided >50 summer interns
Academia #Members
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Contracts
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8M
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#Researcher #Leader #Mentor #PartnershipBuilder

